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INTRODUCTION

The inertial confinemcn! fusion (ICF) progrtim has maintuincd ICVCI
funding over the past fcw yctirs. tind is currcnlly active tit national
Iilhortitorics, universities, and industries. Rmxnt results in m;my tircas hiIvc
kcn very encouraging, giving indictitions M the ‘Jltimiuc succcss of ICIJ is
achiu.vuble. “lk 1990s will most ccrttiinly provide even more progt-css
towtirds tichicvcmcnt of the shuti-tcrnl military applications ilnd [hc longtcml civilian goal of energy production.
The U.S. ICF prograrr currently hiis three mtijor CICIIWIIIS:~iinsul~
physics. driver technology, tind driver-m:lttcr intcrilctions.
Ohm sn~iillcr
components such as target fabrication and reactor sludics ilrt ;llso king

investigated at a lower level. The capsule physics ciTort is mainly in o
classified program called Centurion/l lalite. a theoretical and expcrimcnt:~]
effort to investigate (he design characteristics of lCF turgcts. Excclkllt
progress has recently been achieved. and has been said to he iI turning point in
demonstrating target behavior [ I].
The 1980s has also seen new drivers king developed.
At I.awrcncc
Livermore National Labomtory (LLNL), the Nm’a solid-state Iascr htis Iwun
constructed and is being used to implode targets. One significant result is tlw
successful implosion of a target wi[h a convergence ra[io of 30 [ I ]. Illis
demonstrates that compression of targets to high densities
and small radius is
At Los Alamos National Laboratory (LA NI.). the Aurom
achievable.
krypton fluoride laser system is currently under construct i~il. When
complete, this system will dclivet -5 kJ of O.25-pm wavelength laser Iigh[ t~~
target.
Aurora is the first end-to-end demonstration
of an angularly
multiplexed excimcr laser for fusion. KrF Iascrs arc an important Iascr
driver because of their imractivcncss for ICF cmnmcrcial applications such
as electric power production 12,31. At Sandia Nationul Laboratory tSNL).
the particle beam fusion accelcmtor PBFA 11has made :;ignifican; progress.
[.ight-ion accelerators such as PBFA 11are attractive for ICF because .~ftheir
low cost. These drivers and others will be described in more dc[~i! in !ktion
11.
In 1986, the ICI; program umkrwcnt a cnmprchcnsivc
review by a
committee formed by the National Academy of Scicncc (N AS) ;i] response t(
u request by the White I Iousc’s Office of Scicncc am! l’cchnology Policy [4].
“l”he results of the review stated that there is a strimg motivu[ion for
continuing the ICF program wi[h cmistim[ fu~]ding. ‘Ilw ‘;u[]~:lli[trc rcptwt~x!
that, in their opinion. sufficient infortmtion wi!i hc ;~vai!abic in the cariy
1990s to decide on the future direction of k ICF program. Whik Ihc ux;wt
nature of’the decision in the curly 1990s hus nor txcn dctincd, it is proimhiy ii
decision for ti miljor ncw facility to i.whicvc high gain [ 11. A study
“gdno
go”
icd by the 11, S.Dcptirtmcnt of Energy ([101;) of the msxt mtijor fiicility,
ctillcd the I.tibmwtory Microfusion l:ticility (l. MI:), is currcnfly ui](i~~ily
[512]. This fticili!y (iilso ILIIOWI1 M the Sinp,lc-Pulse ‘1’cs[ l:il~iliiy, the I ligh-

Gain Test Facility, or the Target Development Facility) is widely recognized
as the next major step towards ICF commercialization.
The conclusions O(
the NAS study will be discussed in Section 111. The palh to ICI:
commercialization
will be reviewed in Section IV. and Section V will
examine the Laboratory Microfusion Facility Scoping Study.
II.

STATUS

OF THE ICF PROGRA}l

The national ICF budget has remained roughly constant over lhc last fcw
years. Figure 1 shows the funding level and type of activity for each U.S.
participant in the lCF prfigram. An additional participant is the Lawrcncc
Berkeley Laboratory heavy-ion fusion accelerator research program. which
is funded out of the Office c)f Energy Research. The status of these activities
will be described.
11.A. Drivers
The progress in the mea of driver development is a good indication of t!w
Four drivers are currently hcing
progress made towards lCF development.
developed in the U.S. It is uncertain which dri~’ur is the best for lCl;
commercial or military applications. and in f~ct the driver best suited for onc
application may no[ be suitable for another. There !”tm. the four drivers arc
being acvclopcd in parallel. Each driver is in a substimtiidly different state of
dcvclc)pmcnt, and has its OW;lset of issues. This will be described below.
Solid-state lasers. The $i 76-million Nova laser tit L1.NL complctd
construct
ion in Denembcr
1984. An artists drtiwing of Nova is shown in
figure 2. Although rated for - I W kJ at 106 pm and -5(1 kJ at ().35 I.Im.
pl:itinum ptirticlcs in the gliIss :!isks have Iimitcd its pcrfornxmcc to 15-20 kJ
Within this u:ipabili[y, Nov;I
of 0.35-pm laser light in iI I -ns pulse.
xcornplish~, ~enrs include [ 13]:
Gcncmtion of lol~ ncutroi:s. which is ti g;lin of -().2%. from
iI D-”1’target directly illurninutcd with 17 kJ ol”0.35-~Im
Iuscr light.
Dcnmnstriltcd [hc drive condititms required for high guin
wilh scaled indircut-drive
lilrgCt S.
●

●

Propagated complex temporal pulse shape:; ot ihe type
required for high compression througil the laser chtiin.
“ Started experiments for x-ray conversion efficiency and
hot-electron production with plasma scale sizes greater than
5000 laser wavelengths.

●

KrF lasers. The Aurora krypton fluoride gas laser systcm at L~lNL is
the first generation of KrF lasers for fusion (whereas Nova is the seq.cnth
generation solid-state laser at LLNL). Depicted in figure 3. Aurora uscs
four amplifier stages. The final amplifier. the Large Aperture Modult
(LAM) has already generated o~er 10 kJ of 0.25-pm laser light. A major
milestone. propagation of laser light from the from end through the encoder.
ampliller chain (bypassing the LAM), dccodcr. and target aptics is schcdulwi
for January 1988. The first multikilojoule experiments should occur Iatc in
IW

88.

[.ight-ion accelerators.
Like KrF Iascrs, light-ion accelerators arc
not a mature tcchno!cgy. P13FA 11,shown in Figure 4, first became activiitcd
in December 1985, and is in the middle of:1 substantial debugging period [o
improve two important areas; power concentration and beam focussing.
This $45 million accelerator is eventually expe:.led to deliver onc to two
mcgtijcmics of energy to a target and perhaps reach ignition.
The heavy-ion fusion ~ccclcr:ltor research
Heavy-ion accelerators.
program is funded by the Office of Energy Research at a ICVCIot -!$5million
pcr year. The latest experiment is the Multij)lc Beam I;xpcrimcnl. or M131\4, ond is Iocutcd at Lawrence 13crkcley [laboratory (1.13L). This accelerator
pmpagatcs
four bcarns from the ccsium ifijcctor through accclcrati(;n
modules to an energy antilyzcr. No target work is cxpcctcd with this dcviuc.
A next-~cneratinn dcvicc cillled the Induction l.inac Sys[cms I;xpcrinwnt
(11.SE) is being planncci, 11311 will address almost iill 01 the remaining 1(’1:
driver issue% I 141C
I)rivcr issues. Many issues rcmuin to h! solved l-or CilCll of Ihc drivers
before a c(~illnlcrci~ll-ilpl) lic~ltitllls lC’l; fw-itity cull bc built wilh (iCC(’pliil~lL’
cost id
risk. I;or stolid- stutc Itiscrs, WIticccpt;iblc l;~sing medium Ilils not y~’t
been identified
th:ll is ilt’CCplilb!C
for l~l; commcruitll
applicilt i(HIS [3, I S]. If il
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the energy scaling and cost scaling must be determined.
Two key issues for solid-state lasers arc the overall system efficiency and the
iusing
ability to operate at high repetition rate. The yet-to-be-identified
medium must be able to satisfy these requirements.
For KrF lasers, amplifier
module energy scaling and aperture
combination must be demonstrated.
Acceptable cost scaling must also Iw
proven. Commercial drivers require high efficiencies (5- 10%, drpending on
target gain). While KrF lasers appear to be able to s~tisfy the efficiency
requirements, this too must be demonstrated.
Finally, repetitive pulsing, an
area that is not receiving much attention at this time, must also be developed.
Light-ion accelerators must develop repetitive pulsing for commercial
Focussing is another issue fcr light ions. This may be
applications.
demonstrated on PBFA 11,but also must be proved with a repetitive system
with the diode much further away from the target than on PBFA II. Also.
pulse shaping must also be demonstrated for li~ht-ion accelerators to be
considered for ICF commercial applications.
The main issue for heavy-ion accelerators may bc their cost. I Icavy-ion
accelerators currently appear to be affordable but expensive for electric
power production ( 16]. Another issue is the transport of the ion betim
through the reactor cavity environment to the target. An addi[iorml issue is
pulse shaping. Overall, heavy-ion accelerators arc the lc:~st dcvclopm! O( the
ckiver candidates. One issue may be the unknown issues that will arise duc to
Further development will be required to fully
current lack of knowledge.
determine all of the issues for heavy-ion fusion mxclcrators.
11.B. Capsule PhyCics
I\s mentioned before. n]uch of the cnpsulc physics l’f!.(~rtis ul:lssificd.
Unclassified programs tit the University of Rochcstcr, J:ipan, and clscwhcrc
}Mvc prmiuccd cncourfiging
results, with higher target yields, higher
medium

is identified,

and a greater undc;st:lnding
(JI tly L!ro(lylliillli CS dnd
complcssions.
instabilities.
The rcmlcr is cncour:igcd to cxan]inc rcfcrcncc I7 ff~r m(lrc
infotmal ion on [his subject.
11.C. Driver-kfattcr
tntcraction
Significtint progtcss hw hccn mat.lc m the ulvlcrs[;mding (’f Iuscr il]tcrau[i~m
with nmt[cr, l%rh~lps the most impor[:ln[ ilsrC(~t of this is tt]c strikiilg

improvements in target physics when using short wavelengths. In an analysis
or recent experimental data and theoretical modeling, it was determined that
the broad bandwidth, shoti-wavelength KrF laser output offers considerable
advantage over frequency-doubled Nd:glass laser light, and several slight or
possibly significant advantages over frequency tripled Nd:glass laser light
[ 18]. More work is needed to quantify the advantages of short-wavelength.
broad-bandwidth light for both direct and indirect drive approaches.
11.D. Other Developments
Another significant development is the advantage of using induced spatial
incoherence (1S1) for producing the beam uniformity required for direct
drive [ 19]. This work, done mainly at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL )
and the University of Rochester, appears to have solved the most critical issue
for direct-drive ICF.
A significant
advance has been realized in the area of target
manufacturing with the use of low-density foams. This allows the use of
thick, free-standing
liquid D-T layers, which are desired for high-gain
targets [20]. Further development of foam targets is ongoing.
111. CONCLUSIONS
PROGRAM

OF THE

1986 NAS REVIEW

OF THE

ICF

The 1986 review of the ICF program by a National Acwicmy of Sciences
commlttec provided guidance to the U.S. Dcpmtrmnt of Energy.
The
following are statements from that study [4].
l%c mtionalc for maintaining an ICF program includes:
“ “ICF addresses red weapons physics issues.”
“1! pellet yields of 100 to 1000 MJ ;~rc attained, ICF
microexpiosions
could rcplticc cc fiain um.lcrgrounc! [csts
and would allow SilJdiCS of weapons physics and weapons
cflccts to proceml much nmre quickly mu imxpensivcly.”
. “TIw challenges O! ICF tire providing unique ncw tools for
[hc s~icntific and icchnological community. ml for [hc
o[hcr progrimls of i~ationul importance Iikc SDI.”
●

“ “ICF could be especially important in the event of a
comprehensive nuclear test ban. ”
. “ICF attracts talented people into the weapons laboratories
and maintains high morale with its elegant and challenging
problems.”
“ICF may eventually lead to commercial power.”
●

The committee also listed priorities.
They based their choice of
priorities on the principle that the most urgent task is to study the physics
involved in pellet compression and ignition.
They defined the highest
priority areas in the following statement:
“In order to reach the five-year decision point noted in the
previous section, the committee is unanimous in its view that
Centurion-Halite and the efforts to exploit the capabilities of the
major lalmratory facilities, Nova and PBFA H, and maintenance
of a vigorous program of smaller scale research activities are
the top priority elements of the overall ICF program. Due to
the critical contribution anticipated from each. we would prefer
to view them as a single priority.”
The NAS committee also identified a secondary priority:
“We recognize that eventual success will ultimately depend on
developing an affordable driver, but we accord that a secondary
priority in present circumstances. I Ience. we rmmmmcnd only a
modest exploratory effort in KrF and wIvancccl gluss Iascr
development tit this time.”
Additionally. the NAS comrnittcc assessed five Kcy ingredients to tlw next
decision, which was previously stated to he in nbout five years. ‘rIll!
tollowmg will need to be understood in order to nmkc a decision:
Centurion-llalitc
bounds on t:lrgct g:lin (especially
cryogenic targets).
Control of critictil Iascr-pltismti tind hydro inst;ihilitics,
●

●
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“ Determination
of beam tran~pofi. focusing, and pulse
shaping characteristics of PBFA 11.
“ Estimates of costs and capabilities
of advanced short
wavelength laser drivers,
Assessment of the direct drive approach.
●

In summary, the NAS review indicated that “the ICF program has the
essential structure and capabilities to permit a fairly reliable estimate of cost
and specification of the required driver and targets in about five years, if the
program if funded at about current levels.” Only time will te 1 if their
prediction holds true.
IV.

LABORATORY

MICROFUS1ON

FACILITY

STUDY

The LMF study is a multi-year, two-phase examination of a facility that
will develop high-gain targets and perform weapons physics and weapons
effects experiments. The main goal of the LMF is to achieve a target yield of
1000 MJ. The LMF study, led by DOE, has a steering committee made up of
representatives
of all of the institutions listed in figure 1 and Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory. The first phase of [he study, currently under way, is
driver independent and examines:
“ The utility of the LMF, including [CF target development,
weapons
physics applications,
and weapons effects
simulations.
“ Requirements
of the LMF. including the driver. target
fiibric;ition, and in the experimental environment (in and
near the target chamber).
Siting, sufety. and cnvironmentol
considerations
for the
LMF.
“ Cost cstimtitcs of the driver-independent components nccdcd
for the LMl: ml cm gotils for the entire facility. Drivcrspecific costs will be cxilmincd during Phase II.
“ l.M1: dcvclopmtmt issues common to all drivers.
●

The final report for the first phase is currently being prepared.
The second phase of the LMF study will examine the driver-specific
aspects. Four different drivers (KrF and solid-state lasers. light- and heavyion accelerators) and either (or both j direct and indirect drive schemes arc
being considered at this time. The second phase should produce conceptual
designs of the drivers and specific estimates of the cost and driver and target
performance. The second phase should last at least one year.
IV.

PATH TO ICF COMMERCIALIZATION

One of the best descriptions of the path to ICF commercialization
was
done by Willke et al. in 1979 [21], with one exception. As it turns out. Willkc
was overly optimistic on projecting schedules and dates. I Iis basic plan for
ICF development is still valid. However, his first step is the equivalent of the
LMF, which has not yet been reached. And, it may not be the next step
towards commercialization.
In the authors opi~ion, there is too great of a
risk in building a (multi’?) billion dollar f~cility with an -10-MJ driver
without an intermediate step. The intermediate step cari appropriately l-w
called an ignition physics facility. There are several reasons for the need for
an ignition physics facility. First, target physics is too uncertain to determine
the required driver energy for a 1OOO-MJyield to less [ban a factor-of-two at
this time. Therefore, the cost of the LMF is uncertain to approximately ii
factor-of-two owing to just the uncertainty in t;irget physics. Perhaps P13FA
11can resolve some of the unceflainties with respect to target physics if it can
All of the
achieve ignition. Another high-risk area is driver technology.
drivers must solve all of their technical issues before the I.MF could be lwil~.
The required scale-up in driver energy on target is a factor of 10 for liglition accelerators (if PBFA 11achieves its goal of -1 MJ), 200 for wlid-s[titc
Imcrs (if Nova achieves its goal of -50 k-l of frequency-tripled Itiscr light).
2(XXI for KrF lasers (if Aurora works M expcctcd), and many orders of
magnitude for hctivy-ion accelerators. These scale-ups urc too l:irgc :mti Icnd
to an unacccptuhlc risk of fai!ure, It is impossihlc to dctcrnlinc wh:it monsttr
will retir its ugly head when cxtrapoltitions of ;his magnitude arc needed.
With the exception
of light-ion
Finally, driver cost is a concern.

accelerators, the cost of all drivers have historically been much too high for
the LMF. The cost goal of the LMF is less than $2!XYjoule [5]. The Aurora
KrF laser has a cost of several thousand dollars per joule. “l%is is not
unexpected or to be alarming because it is the first-of-a-kind system. and
much of the cost is due to experiments with the laser and retrofits as more is
learned on the system. However, the seventh generation solid-state Nova
laser at LLNL has a cost of -$3500/joule.
Heavy-ion accelerators are also
expensive in unit cost at t-heir low energy levels. Cost reductions are clearly
needed. An intermediate facility will allow driver technology to improve
and mature, and hopefully result in an affordable LMF.
After the ignition physics facility, the next step is the multimegajoule
single-pulse test facility, the LMF. The LMF will not only develop high-gain
targets for commercial applications,
tmt will also be used for military
applications
such as weapons physics research and weapons effects
Either during or after the LMF, a small-scale experiment
experiments.
called (by Willke) the systems integration facility (SIF) will be needed. The
purpose of the SIF is to develop the technology for target injection tracking.
and targeting by the laser system. Additionally. the SIF will aid in pul.~cd
require the construction
and tes ing of a
power supply development,
prototy)e driver, and allow beam propagation studies
Following the LMF and SIF will be facilities such as the following:
c The engineering test facility (ETF), which is required to test
ICF reactor concepts and reactor-plant equipment such as
tritium recovery and handling
“ The materials test f~cility (MTF), which is needed to test
pulsed irradi~tion effects and to qualify m~tcrials for ICF
applications
Ile pellet fabrication facility (PFF). which is required m
develop mass-production fabrication of targets. f(l semc M ~
prototype
for a target factory for ICF commcrcldl
applications, and to provide [argcts for tile above facilities
“ The fusion pilot plant, which will serve as u prototype for an
electric power plant. The pilot pkmt may he U fissio:l-fusion
●

I ()

hybrid in order to lower the fusion requirements
make the plant cost competitive.

and still

Finally, after all of these intermediate steps, the technology will be available
and tile risk should be acceptable for construction of an ICF power plant
operated by the electric power industry.
V.

CONCLUSIOI$IS

Significant progress has been made towards ICF commercialization,
Advances in target physics have &en significant, including the compression
of a target to a convergence ratio of 30, providing confidence that the
compression of targets to high den\iflies and small radius is achievable.
Major new facilities hava also been ‘constructed or are soon to complete
construction. PBFA II is a light-ion accelerator at SNL should eventually be
able to de!iver -1 -MJ of energy to a target and hopefully achieve ignition.
Nova, a solid-state laser at I.LNL, will ultimately be capable of delivering
-50 H of 0.35 pm laser light to a target. operating at reduced energy due to
platinum inclusions in the laser glass, Nova has still achieved a record
number of neutrons from an ICF experiment.
At Los Alamos, a first-of-akind KrF laser-fusion system called Aurorn is nearing completion.
When
operational, Aurora should be capable of delivering -5 kJ of near-ideal 0,25~m laser light to a target, The Multiple Beam Experiment at Lawrcncc
Berkeley Laboratory and the planned Induction Linac Systems IIxpcrimcnt
will address most of the issues required for a heavy-ion driver for incrtitil
fusion.
Uncertainty still exists on which method of target illun~inatiol~--tlircct
drive or indirect drive--is better. Significant progress h~s been mtidc in
illumination symmetry, the main issue for direct drive. ‘Illc concept of 1S1,
developed mainly at NRL, has solved thut problem. 1S1 will tilso prov ~dc
some benefits for indirect drive schemes.
Though the ICF progmm is on the path towurds commcrciuliztition, tlwrc
is still a long way to go. The program is currently aiming for iI decision and
the beginning of constmction of the next fticility in the curly 1990s, Tlu
II

driver energy and facility capability of this next-generation
facility will
depend on the choice of driver.
The Laboratory Microfusion Facility
Scoping Study is providing an early look at the different drivers in
preparation for the upcoming decisior,.
The 1990s is sure to be an exciting period for the U.S. ICF program.
Results from existing facilities will be continually reported, and the design
and construction of the next step should occur. The next step wi!l be
somewhere between ignition and high gain, depending on the driver selected.
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FIGURE

CAPTIONS

1.

The funding level and type of activity is Iistcd for each participant in the
U.S. inertial fusion program.

2.

Artist’s drawing of the Nova Iascr at Lawrence Livennore National
Laboratory. Shown is the 10 beams leading to the main target area and
two beams leading to a secondary target chamber.

3.

A conceptual layout of the Aurora laser system is illustrated. All of
the main optical and laser elements from the front end through the
final amplifier output and on to the target are shown. Stage gains,
number of beams, and beam energy are indicated at various points
along the beam path. A final output of 10-20 kJ in a 480-ns pulse
composed of a 96-element train of 5-ns pl~lses is expected at the fintil
large amplifier module amplifier.
Typical dclivcrcd-energy
at the
target will be 5 to; kJ in 48 beams.

4.

Photograph of the PBFA II light-ion accclcrutor ~! Simdiu Niiti(lt~ill
Lubortitory.
Marx gcncrtitors form the ou[cr ring of tlw circle,
followed by u pulse compression ring, Icwling to [hc diode :i[ [hc
ccntcro

FUNDING LEVEL AND TYPE OF ACTIVITY
FOR EACH U. S. PARTICIPANT
I

PARTICIPAllT

LLNL

FY85

FY86

FY87

68.0

66.0

62.4

TYPE OF ACTIVITY
NOVA (GLASS;

=60

kJ (0.35~m)

10 BEAMS;
HALITE;
SOLID STATE LASERS;

HEAVY IONS

LANL

41.2

31.0

28.6
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kJ (0.25 #m)
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DEVELOPMENT:
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SNL
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23.0

26.1
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13.8

12.9

CHROMA
(GLASS; sl kJ (1.06pm)
2 BEAMS
-SUPPORT
TO LLNL;
TARGET
FAB. TO NAT. PROGRAM

7.8

7.9

KMS

13.0

UR
NRL
TOTAL

2.7

2.5

3.5

OMEGA (GLASS;
S2 kJ (0.35pn)
24 BEAMS -DIRECT
DRIVE;
SYMMETRY;
HYDRO; USER FACILITY
PHAROS II (GLASS;
2 BEAMS
-DIRECT
HYDRO

152.91U 144.IM

POWEF

SlkJ
(1.06
DRIVE;

~m)

EXPTS.

141.4M

Los Alamos

2 5-ns pulses
250 MJ total
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